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Three-Step Process 

Collect 
We collect and analyze over 50 data points categorized into 7 “Pillars”: Credit & Liquidity, Earnings, Economic 
Growth, Inflation, Interest Rates, Global Policy, and Market Dynamics. Examples include: 

*The indicators listed above are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended as advice. The specific indicators utilized by Quartz Partners are 
subject to change. TIPS = Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities. 

Connect 
Intermarket analysis, in the form of relative strength trends between two asset classes, aids the decision process by 
connecting big picture outlooks to what is actually occurring in the financial markets. The two methods are 
complementary and combine to form our asset allocation decisions. 

 

 
 
Construct 
Construct Strategy portfolios that adhere to Quartz Partners’ core philosophy while maintaining prudent portfolio 
management principles. Portfolios may be concentrated (non-diversified) as a result of our continuous, rigorous 
research and evaluation processes.  
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Index Funds 
Our strategies often utilize index mutual funds or 
Exchange-Traded Funds to achieve target asset 
allocations. Index Funds allow us to implement both 
core and niche portfolio ideas in a low-cost, diversified 
manner. We focus on expense ratio, bid-ask spread, 
tracking error, and fit (does the fund help us achieve our 
target?) when looking for the optimal securities.

Strategies  
Equity  
Spectrum  
Yield Plus  
High Yield Legacy 

Multi-Strategy Portfolios 
adaptCORE Aggressive Growth 
adaptCORE Long-Term Growth 
adaptCORE Balanced Growth 
adaptCORE Conservative Growth 
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Our strategies will target portfolio risk exposure primarily by adjusting the asset class mix. The goal of a “Tactical Beta” 
approach is to participate in market advances while seeking intermediate-term opportunities to lower risk in order to: 

 (1) seek higher total returns ("buy low, sell high”), and  
 (2) achieve our capital preservation objective 

Longer-term, 100% defensive allocations may be selected if the outlook for risky assets raises the risk for “Permanent Loss of 
Capital” (see next section). 

Once the ‘optimal’ asset class mix is determined, our 7 Pillars (macro) and intermarket (technical) analyses are applied to 
determine security selection. Satellite positions (typically sector, geographic, and/or credit quality) are utilized if a focused 
investment opportunity is identified. A core portfolio of stocks of is frequently chosen to make up the highest portfolio 
allocation for the Quartz Equity and Spectrum strategies, while high yield bonds is the preferred asset class for our fixed 
income strategies.

Portfolio Risk as illustrated in the chart is represented by portfolio beta, a measure of the volatility, or systematic risk, of a 
security or a portfolio in comparison to the market as a whole. The market index chart, allocations and risk levels above are 
hypothetical and meant for illustrative purposes only. You cannot invest directly in an index. Risk/Return security categories are 
based on long-term historical studies; actual levels of risk and return may vary.

An illustrated guide to Quartz Partners’ Investment Process 

High Risk/Return Securities, e.g., Equities, High Yield Bonds 
Lower-Risk Securities, e.g., Government Bonds 
Cash or equivalents. 



Avoiding Permanent Loss of Capital 
While many academic financial models equate “risk” with volatility - a measure of a security or portfolio’s magnitude of swings 
around its average - Quartz Partners prefers to define risk as the probability of what is described as Permanent Loss of 
Capital (PLoC). PLoC is a function of both the portfolio’s decline and the investor’s time horizon. In other words, would the 
investor have sufficient time following the expected market decline to resume an adequate trajectory towards the investor’s 
retirement goal? As you can see, this definition stands in contrast to a focus on short-term swings in asset prices, which pose 
much less of a threat to retirement goals and therefore should be more acceptable in a portfolio that requires growth.  
 
Avoiding PLoC 
When Quartz Partners identifies risk factors and 
deteriorating long-term market momentum that portend a 
protracted market downturn and possible PLoC, a fully 
defensive position may be used, which may include up to 
a 100% allocation to cash or government bond funds, 
depending on the interest rate environment and other 
factors.  

Getting Back In 
A resumption of market exposure is typically a result of (1) 
a return of upside momentum, (2) contrarian value 
opportunity due to low valuations/high credit spreads and/
or (3) a buy signal generated by the 7 Pillars analysis 
process. 
 
Defensive Allocations During Bull Markets 
When PLoC is not expected, defensive allocations are 
typically (1) employed at a lower allocation and (2) meant 
to both lower portfolio risk and/or target higher total 
returns by allowing for better investing opportunities at 
lower prices. Rotation amongst styles, sectors, and other 
factors are more common during these periods in an 
effort to maximize the risk/return characteristics of the 
portfolio. 

 
 

Investors should carefully consider the underlying funds’ fees, expenses, objectives and risks carefully before investing. This information is contained in 
the fund’s prospectus. Quartz Partners Investment Management (“Quartz”) puts forth its best effort to achieve the objectives of its strategies. However, 
there is no guarantee that the objectives will be achieved. An Account's return and principal will fluctuate so that the Account, when redeemed, may be 
worth more or less than the amount in the Account at or subsequent to the effective date of the Investment Management Agreement. Quartz strategies 
may involve above-average portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the net after-tax gain experienced by an individual client. Performance 
results do not reflect the impact of taxes. Investments in the programs are subject to investment and manager risk, which carry the potential for a loss 
of principal. Tactical management strategies do not protect against losses in declining markets and there is no guarantee that the strategy 
performance will meet or exceed the listed benchmark. Quartz’s risk management process includes an effort to monitor and management risk, but 
should not be confused with and does not imply low risk. High yield bonds may be subject to greater market fluctuations, risk of default or loss of 
income and principal than higher rated securities. 

Quartz is an investment adviser registered with the SEC under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. SEC registration does not constitute an 
endorsement of the firm by the SEC nor does it indicate that the advisor has attained a particular level of skill or ability. Quartz’s Form ADV Part 2: Firm 
Brochure and other account documentation are available upon request or at quartzpartners.com. 
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“NORMAL” 
VOLATILITY RANGE 

Core Allocations 
Satellite Positions 
Rotation Trades

PERMANENT LOSS OF 
CAPITAL ZONE 

Defensive Allocations 
Rotation Trades (seek resilient 

asset classes)


